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Ever since the first night someone built a fire and started telling a
story to distract people from the dark, so has it always been. To sit,
to huddle, to cook and feel safe. But more than that, to share. To
feed not only our bodies but our innate yearning for affection, and
our boundless affinity for one another.
At Megamaster, we understand that the warmth of the flames is
really the warmth of human connection. And that the more we kindle
it, the brighter it burns. We believe that, in those moments, it’s more
than a braai. It’s a celebration.

It’s together, made better.
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CHARCOAL
BRAAIS
Times may change. Technology may come or go. But there will
always be one real and meaningful place for us to gather. For hugs.
For smiles. For literally laughing out loud. Where our hearts and
minds are free because we have everything we truly need in a
Megamaster charcoal braai.

Built-in, freestanding, small or large.
We’ve got you covered!
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WHAT YOU
NEED TO KNOW
At Megamaster we understand that a braai is a spectacular event for any day. Not a
difficult task, but you still need the right tools to make it easy and quick! Our charcoal
braais are filled with parts to do just that!

IT’S ALL IN THE NAME
1000 DELUXE BUILT-IN BRAAI
Product size

Product name

BIB0009 · 6009665580029
Mega product Barcode
code

DIMENSIONS
OVEN

Easily get your fire going with our
Ember Maker. Ideal to make coals
on the side of your built-in braai. Fire
poker included.

All product dimensions follow
the same standard:
1000 x 48 x 71 cm*

LIGHT FITTING

The Oven slides in underneath your
Ashpan, ideal for keeping anything
warm from cooked meat to garlic rolls.
Available in different sizes.

Situated in the top left your built-in
braai, the light fitting uses a bayonet
bulb. Great for that little extra light
during night time braais.

A
B
C
Length Width Height
C-Height

EMBER MAKER

*Inner dimensions

ABBREVIATIONS:

Our Heavy Duty Ashpans are great
for collecting ash and easy disposal.
Available in different sizes to fit your
Built-in Braai.

A-L
eng

Situated in the top left of your built-in
braai, the potjie hook is ideal to hook a
potjie, or even a bread pot, on.
*Excludes potjie.

th

Dimensions

Cooking area

Flue size

Home

Area
coverage

Weight

Fuel

Team lift

Outdoor

Patio
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th

The Ashtray slots into any
Megamaster Built-in Braai underneath
the Ashpan. Simply scrape ash into
your removable Ashtray for easy
cleaning.

MS: Mild Steel
SS: Stainless Steel

POTJIE HOOK

id

HEAVY DUTY ASHPAN

BW

ASHTRAY

BUILT-IN
BRAAIS

750 SIZZLER BUILT-IN BRAAI
BIB0040 · 6009665587226

AVAILABLE SIZES: 750
Included: Grid, double doors, ashpan, rotating cowl,
potjie hook, light fitting and knob
Excluded: Oven, ashtray and flue pipes

SIZZLER BUILT-IN BRAAI

1200 BUILT-IN GAS BRAAI COMBO

AVAILABLE SIZES: 1000, 1200
Included: Grid, double doors, ashpan, rotating cowl,
potjie hook, ember maker, light fitting and knob
Excluded: Oven, ashtray and flue pipes

AVAILABLE SIZES: 1200
Included: Grid, double doors, heavy duty combo
ashpan, rotating cowl, potjie hook, ember maker, light
fitting and knob
Excluded: Oven, ashtray and flue pipes, 630 Gas Insert.
*Find the 630 Gas Insert on page 21.

1000: BIB0041 · 6009665587233
1200: BIB0042 · 6009665587240

BIB0012 · 6009665585642

76 x 46 x 79 cm*

2 900 cm2

1000: 101 x 46 x 79 cm*
1200: 121 x 46 x 79 cm*

1000: 2 900 cm2
1200: 3 600 cm2

121 x 51 x 89 cm*

4 410 cm2

64 Kg

Charcoal

1000: 91 Kg
1200: 103 Kg

Charcoal

176.4 Kg

Charcoal/Gas

230 x 300 mm

1000: 230 x 400 mm
1200: 230 x 600 mm

230 x 600 mm
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BUILT-IN
BRAAIS

1000 DELUXE BUILT-IN BRAAI

1200 DELUXE BUILT-IN BRAAI

1200 DELUXE SPIT BUILT-IN BRAAI

AVAILABLE SIZES: 1000
Included: Double doors, grid, heavy duty ashpan,
rotating cowl, potjie hook, ember maker, light fitting
and knob.
Excluded: Oven, ashtray and flue pipes.

AVAILABLE SIZES: 1200
Included: Double doors, grid, heavy duty ashpan,
rotating cowl, potjie hook, ember maker, light fitting
and knob.
Excluded: Oven, ashtray and flue pipes.

AVAILABLE SIZES: 1200
Included: Grid, ember maker, heavy duty ashpan,
rotating cowl, potjie hook, light fitting, knob, spit motor,
shaft and brackets.
Excluded: Oven, ashtray and flue pipes.

BIB0003 · 6009665580036

BIB0014 · 6009665580005

BIB0020 · 6009665580234

101 x 51 x 89 cm*

2 900 cm2

121 x 51 x 89 cm*

3 600 cm2

151 x 63 x 109 cm*

4 500 cm2

121 Kg

Charcoal

134 Kg

Charcoal

177 Kg

Charcoal

230 x 400 mm

230 x 600 mm

350 x 600 mm
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BUILT-IN
BRAAIS

PREPARING YOUR SPACE

Lenght (A)

Width (B)

Width (X)

Height (C)

Flue gather height (D)

Flue gather depth (E)

Flue size (H)

Flue size (I)

Use the following table to construct the brickwork for your Megamaster unit.

750 Sizzler

460

755

830

790

250

200

295

225

1000 Sizzler

460

1005

1080

790

250

200

395

225

1200 Sizzler

460

1205

1280

790

250

200

595

225

1200 Combo

510

1210

1290

890

250

250

595

225

1000 Deluxe

510

1010

1080

890

250

250

395

225

1200 Deluxe

510

1210

1280

890

250

250

595

225

B (between sides)

1200 Deluxe Spit

630

1210

1280

1090

250

250

595

345

X

Model name:

I

H
E
D

C

A

Please note: Dimension A is from the sides of the unit, to calculate the brickwork opening required. Dimension X is the overall width of the unit, measured from flat bar to flat bar.
Please consult with our recommended list of installers online.
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BUILT-IN
BRAAIS

BUILT-IN BRAAI FLUE PIPES

45° SIDE BEND

45° BACK BEND

BRAAI ROTATING COWL & BASE

Flue pipes, an integral component in the installation
of a built-in braai, enables healthy ventilation even
as household heating operations take place.

Used to guide the smoke out of your home, the 45°
Side Bend bend enables healthy ventilation in your
household whilst in use. The construction of your
home will determine which bends and how many
you will need.

Used to guide the smoke out of your home, the
45° back bend enables healthy ventilation in your
household whilst in use. The construction of your
home will determine which bends and how many
you will need for the Sizzler Built-in Braai range.

Rotating cowls are designed to effectively eradicate
the downdrought and backpuffing in your chimney or
flue, as well as making sure no unwanted objects fall in.

550/ 750: BA0053 · 6009665580043
850/ 1000: BA0054 · 6009665580104
1200/ 1500 BA0055 · 6009665580050

230 X 300: BA0288 · 6009665589862
230 X 400: BA0289 · 6009665589879
230 X 600: BA0290 · 6009665589886

230 X 300: BA0033 · 6009665580517
230 X 400: BA0034 · 6009665580524
230 X 600: BA0035 · 6009665580531

750: BA0046 · 6009665580555
1000: BA0047 · 6009665580265
1200/ 1500: BA0048 · 6009665582556

550/ 750: 30 x 23 x 106 cm
850/ 1000: 40 x 23 x 106 cm
1200/ 1500: 60 x 23 x 106 cm

230 x 300: 24.5 x 31 x 41 cm
230 x 400: 24.5 x 41 x 41 cm
230 x 600: 24.5 x 61 x 63 cm

230 x 300: 38 x 32 x 34 cm
230 x 400: 38 x 42 x 34 cm
230 x 600: 61.5 x 36.5 x 44.5 cm

750: 44.5x 37.6 x 63 cm
1000: 55.5 x 38 x 68.5 cm
1200/ 1 500: 48 x 64 x 95 cm

550/ 750: 9 Kg
850/ 1000: 10 Kg
1200/ 1500: 12.5 Kg

230 x 300: 4.5 Kg
230 x 400: 6 Kg
230 x 600: 10.5 Kg

230 x 300: 6 Kg
230 x 400: 9 Kg
230 x 600: 12.5 Kg

750: 5 Kg
1000: 6 Kg
1200/ 1500: 7 Kg

DELUXE EMBER MAKER

SIZZLER EMBER MAKER

SPIT EMBER MAKER

Easily get your fire going with our Megamaster
Deluxe Ember Maker for the Deluxe Built-in Braai.
With an added poker for adding more oxygen to
get the fire going.

Easily get your fire going with our Megamaster
Sizzler Ember Maker for the Sizzler Built-in Braai
range. With an added poker for adding more
oxygen to get the fire going.

Easily get your fire going with our Megamaster Spit
Ember Maker for the Deluxe Spit Built-in Braai. With
an added poker for adding more oxygen to get the
fire going.

BA0347 · 6009880808885

BA0068 · 6009665580791

42.5 x 25.5 x 37.5 cm

11 Kg

37 x 23 x 33.5 cm

BUILT-IN BRAAI GRID

BA0349 · 6009880808908

8.5 Kg

52 x 25.5 x 36 cm
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750: 230 x 300 mm
1000: 230 x 400 mm
1200/ 1500: 230 x 600 mm

400 X 725: BA0026 · 6009665580562
400 X 970: BA0108 · 6009665581569

13 Kg

The Grid offers durability and performance for any
occasion and is adjustable to different heights to
add to the experience of a great braai. Included with
your Built-in Braai.
400 x 725: 40 x 72.5 cm
400 x 970: 40 x 97 cm

400 x 725: 1.5 Kg
400 x 970: 2.5 Kg

BUILT-IN
BRAAI
ACCESSORIES

HERITAGE SERIES

600 CROSSOVER
FREESTANDING CHARCOAL BRAAI
FSB0032 · 6009880808632

The 600 Crossover Freestanding Charcoal Braai
is the ideal charcoal braai for the perfect outdoor
cooking experience. Built with reinforced crossover
construction for added stability and simple assembly.
Easily access your coals with a poker from the side,
without lifting your grid. Ventilation holes aid in
creating a flawless fire every time.

700 CROSSOVER
FREESTANDING CHARCOAL BRAAI

900 CROSSOVER
FREESTANDING CHARCOAL BRAAI

The 700 Crossover Freestanding Charcoal Braai
is the ideal charcoal braai for the perfect outdoor
cooking experience. Built with reinforced crossover
construction for added stability and simple assembly.
Easily access your coals with a poker from the side,
without lifting your grid. Ventilation holes aid in
creating a flawless fire every time.

The 900 Crossover Freestanding Charcoal Braai is the
ideal charcoal braai for the perfect outdoor cooking
experience. Built with reinforced crossover construction
for added stability and simple assembly. Easily access
your coals with a poker from the side, without lifting your
grid. Ventilation holes and x3 adjustable grid heights aid in
creating a flawless braai every time.

MILD STEEL: FSB0031 · 6009880808649
STAINLESS STEEL: FSBS003 · 6009880808953

MILD STEEL: FSB0030 · 6009880808656
STAINLESS STEEL: FSBS004 · 6009880808960

61 x 80 x 71 cm

2 100 cm2

72.5 x 60.5 x 83.5 cm

2 900 cm2

92.5 x 61.5 x 95 cm

4 500 cm2

6.5 Kg

Charcoal

11 Kg

Charcoal

15 Kg

Charcoal
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PATIO BRAAIS

COVER
AVAILABLE

Find me on page 23.

800 MINI PATIO
FREESTANDING CHARCOAL BRAAI
MILD STEEL: FSB0005 · 6009665582009
STAINLESS STEEL: FSBS001 · 6009665588216

The 800 Mini Patio Braai is ideal to have for small patio
areas. Equipped with a 3 tier adjustable grid and potjie
hook to make anything from a steak to pot bread.

1000 DELUXE PATIO
FREESTANDING CHARCOAL BRAAI
MILD STEEL: FSB0001 · 6009665582016
STAINLESS STEEL: FSBS002 · 6009665588223

The 1000 Deluxe Patio Braai is equipped with an
ember maker which makes it an ideal charcoal
braai for any braai occasion. Equipped with a 3 tier
adjustable grid and potjie hook to make anything
from a steak to potbrood. Cleaning is made easier
with a removable ashtray.

570 ELITE CHARCOAL GRILL
FSBK0011 · 6009665587653

The prefect taste in a classic shape! Quick to set up
and easy to maintain. The 570 Elite Charcoal grill
is designed to make any get-together, even better.
Equipped with silicone handles for heat protection,
removable ash catcher for an easy cleaning and a
porcelain lid and bowl to ensure heat stays inside.

110 x 45 x 106 cm

2 900 cm2

129 x 45 x 106 cm

2 900 cm2

57 x 57 x 108 cm

57 cm diameter

22.5 Kg

Charcoal

31 Kg

Charcoal

13 Kg

Charcoal
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PATIO BRAAIS

CELEBRATE
YOUR CRAFT

COALSMITH SERIES
ALPHA GRILL & SMOKER
WITH OFFSET SMOKER & CHIMNEY

ADJUSTABLE
SWINGING
SIDE TABLE

FSSB0002 · 6009880808489

Explore your craft with the Coalsmith Series. The Alpha Grill &
Smoker is the ideal combination of direct heat grilling & smoking
with a durable offset-smoker and chimney. The added smoking
capability aids in temperature control by reducing air draft for the
perfect charcoal braai.
Equipped with an adjustable swinging side table and front table for
added food prep space. Heavy duty removable ashpan for easy
cleaning. x3 Porcelain enamel coated charcoal grids that provide
a durable cooking surface for the perfect charcoal braai. Quality
materials and construction ensure you will have a reliable grill &
smoker that is built to last.
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170 x 88 x 152 cm

4 356 cm2

84 Kg

Charcoal

GRILL & SMOKERS

HOW IT WORKS
DIRECT HEAT
Braai as you know
it: make a fire on the
charcoal grid for direct or
indirect cooking.

SMOKE-ROASTING
Use the heat of the fire
in the Offset Smoker to
cook your food. Worth
the wait for moist and
flavourful results!

DIRECT HEAT &
SMOKING COMBO
Combine the traditional
braai with smoke-roasting
to cook delicious smoky
food in half the time.

COALSMITH SERIES

COALSMITH SERIES

BRAVO GRILL & SMOKER
WITH CHIMNEY

CHARLIE GRILL & SMOKER
WITH CHIMNEY

Explore your charcoal craft with the Coalsmith Series.
The Bravo Grill & Smoker offers three enamel coated
cooking grids that provide a durable cooking surface
for the perfect charcoal braai. Double up with added
smoking capability for the perfect smoky taste.

Explore your charcoal craft with the Coalsmith Series.
The Charlie Grill & Smoker offers three enamel coated
cooking grids that provide a durable cooking surface
for the perfect charcoal braai. Double up with added
smoking capability for the perfect smoky taste.

Equipped with a side and front table for added prep
space and adjustable charcoal grid & tray for heat
control. Use the built-in thermometer designed for
smoking to cook to perfection. Cleaning is made easy
with removable ashpan after use.

Equipped with a collapsible side table for added prep
space and adjustable charcoal grid & tray for heat
control. Use the built-in thermometer designed for
smoking to cook to perfection. Cleaning is made easy
with a removable ashpan after use.

FSSB0003 · 6009880808496

MAKE IT EVEN BETTER
TOGETHER WITH

Find me on page 25.

FSSB004 · 6009880808502

110 x 75 x 128 cm

3 105 cm2

86 x 52 x 117 cm

1 800 cm2

29 Kg

Charcoal

16 Kg

Charcoal
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GRILL & SMOKERS

PATIO GAS
BRAAIS
In an evolving, modern world, using new methods of cooking
becomes second nature. At Megamaster we strive for adding to
our ways, finding and exploring with the new and unknown.

Built-in, freestanding, small or large.
We’ve got you covered!
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WHAT YOU
NEED TO KNOW
IT’S ALL IN THE NAME

At Megamaster we understand that a braai is a spectacular event for any day. Not a
difficult task, but you still need the right tools to make it easy and quick! Our patio gas
braais and table top braais are filled with parts to do just that!

EVOLUTION 500 PRO
Series name

5 Burners

FSBG0051 · 6009665588643
Mega product
code

Barcode

ABBREVIATIONS:
MS: Mild Steel
SS: Stainless Steel

FLAME TAMERS

BURNERS

IGNITION

Flame Tamers, situated directly
above the burners in your gas braai,
is necessary to protect your burners
from direct drippings of fat and oil.

High quality stainless steel burners.
Contains a pre-drilled hole for
universal mounting and a primary air
setting adjustment screw.

Electronic ignition system in your
gas braai allows for quick and easy
igniting with the touch of a battery
powered button.

DIMENSIONS

Weight

Fuel

Flue size
Team lift

C
Height

Area
coverage

Home
Outdoor

C-Height

A
B
Length Width

th

Cooking area

SIDE BURNER
An extra burner in some of our patio
gas braais. Situated in one of the side
tables, it is ideal to cook up a sauce or
side dish while you braai.

A-Leng

id

Dimensions

THERMOMETER
Reads both Fahrenheit and Celsius
to take the guess work out of
braaing.

th

BW

DRIP TRAY & GREASE CUP
Situated underneath your gas braai
to catch all food drippings. Equipped
with removable Grease Cup to easily
dispose of the drippings.

All product dimensions follow
the same standard:
102 x 78 x 52 cm

Patio
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PATIO GAS
BRAAIS

SIZZLER 320 PATIO GAS BRAAI

SIZZLER 420 PATIO GAS BRAAI
FSBG0057 · 6009665589756

SIZZLER 500 PATIO GAS BRAAI

FSBG0056 · 6009665589763
Enjoy braaing on Sizzler 320 Patio Gas Braai built with
a combination of stainless steel and porcelain coated
steel material. With 2 760 cm2 total cooking surface
over an even-heat system with stainless steel burners,
angled flame tamers and grates that work together to
distribute consistent heat across the entire braai.

The Sizzler 420 Patio Gas Braai boasts 3 892 cm2
of total cooking space with four main burners and a
side burner, supplying 60 000 BTU's of flame-roasting
energy. Angled flame tamers deflect heat, prevent
flare-ups and transform drippings into flavour vapours
that infuse foods with a distinctive smoky taste.

The Sizzler 500 Patio Gas Braai has five main burners
and a side burner, supplying 67 000 BTU's of flameroasting energy. Angled flame tamers deflect heat,
prevent flare-ups and transform drippings into flavour
vapours that infuse foods with a distinctive smoky taste.

FSBG0053 · 6009665588735

124.5 x 52 x 118 cm

2 760 cm2

130 x 52 x 118 cm

3 892 cm2

132 x 54 x 118 cm

4 121 cm2

27 Kg

Gas

32 Kg

Gas

33 Kg

Gas
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PATIO GAS
BRAAIS

ORIGIN SERIES

MASTER
THE
FLAVOUR

1
2

3

3 BURNER PATIO GAS BRAAI
FSBG0069 · 6009880808663

1

Get inspired by food and good times with our Origin
Series 3 Burner Patio Gas Braai, which combines a total
of 40 500 BTU's of flame roasting energy with 3 765
cm2 total grilling space. A battery operated electronic
ignition instantly fires up the three stainless steel burners.
The built-in thermometer enables precise temperature
regulation and oversized side tables make the perfect
prep spot for the enhanced braai experience.

3 BURNER PATIO GAS BRAAI

2

WITH STAINLESS STEEL CONTROL PANEL AND SIDE BURNER
FSBG0068 · 6009880808670
Conquer your flavour with our Origin Series 3 Burner
Patio Gas Braai. Features a total of 52 500 BTU’s of flame
roasting energy and 3765 cm² of total cooking space. A
battery operated ignition instantly fires up the burners
to be ready for any occasion. Equipped with a built-in
thermometer for precise temperature regulation and
stainless steel side burner, ideal for making sauces & side
dishes while you braai.

5 BURNER PATIO GAS BRAAI

Master the flavour with our Origin Series 5 Burner Patio
Gas Braai, which combines a total of 62 000 BTU’s of
flame roasting energy with 4235 cm² of total cooking
space. A battery operated electronic ignition instantly
fires up the burners. The built-in thermometer enables
precise temperature regulation whilst sautéing a side dish
on your stainless steel side burner.

132.2 x 61 x 118.8 cm

3 765 cm2

132.2 x 61 x 118.8 cm

3 765 cm2

139.8 x 61 x 116.3 cm

4 235 cm2

29 Kg

Gas

31 Kg

Gas

33 Kg

Gas
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3

WITH STAINLESS STEEL CONTROL PANEL AND SIDE BURNER
FSBG0071 · 6009880808694

PATIO GAS
BRAAIS

VERSATILE
COOKING
EVOLUTION 500 PRO

EVOLUTION 3 BURNER

Giving you the flexibility of cooking with
various combinations of direct heat and
infrared heat. Removable stainless steel
heat plates and firebox dividers provide the
grill master with ideal heat control. Use the
5 stainless steel main burners and 4 321 cm2
total cooking area to bake, broil, sear or
smoke while you warm, simmer or sauté a
side dish on your stainless steel side burner.

Get all the flexibility of cooking with the
Evolution 3 Burner including various
combinations of direct heat and infrared
heat. Equipped with removable stainless
steel heat plates to bake, broil, sear or
smoke. Keep your bread and foods toasty on
your warming rack while you warm, simmer
or sauté a side dish on your stainless steel
side burner.

FSBG0051 · 6009665588643

FSBG0066 · 6009880808557

137.5 x 63 x 116 cm

4 321 cm2

127.3 x 57.3 x 118 cm

3 757 cm2

44.5 Kg

Gas

38 Kg

Gas
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DIRECT HEAT COOKING

INDIRECT HEAT COOKING

Ideal for anything that needs high
volumes of heat, like steaks, with direct
exposure to the heat on the grid.

Heat Plates positioned upside down,
underneath, the grid redistributes the rising
heat from the burners that is ideal for chicken/
fish that need a bit more time on the braai.

BAKING/ BROILING

SMOKING

Bake a pizza or broil veggies with
Infrared heat for exceptionally juicy
foods by placing the Heat Plates on top
of the grid for cooking foods that would
normally fall through.

Place the Heat Plates underneath the cooking
grid, upside down. Fill with soaked wood
chips and close the lid to add the perfect
smoked taste to ribs, chicken or fish.

PATIO GAS
BRAAIS

Ceramic Side Searing Burner

ENDLESS
BRAAI
POSSIBILITIES

APEX SERIES 6 BURNER PATIO GAS BRAAI

Rotisserie included

Cover included

FSBG0070 · 6009880808700

Achieve ultimate mastery with the Megamaster Apex Series 6 Burner Patio Gas Braai.
The six stainless steel burners, angled flame tamers and enhanced cooking grids work
together to distribute consistent heat across the entire cooking surface. This braai is equipped
with a ceramic searing side burner that sears steaks to juicy perfection. Added rotisserie kit
to evenly roast meat whilst you light up your braai with blue LED lights for nighttime braais.
152 x 56.6 x 118 cm

4 956 cm2

56 Kg

Gas
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Added LED lights

PATIO GAS
BRAAIS

SIGNATURE
LOOK, BOLD
FLAVOUR
GRANITE EDITION 4 BURNER
PATIO GAS BRAAI
FSBG0074 · 6009880958719

Dive into the core of flavour with the Megamaster Granite Edition
4 Burner Patio Gas Braai. Equipped with cast iron diamond searing
grids for extreme sear marks on your steaks and other meats; built
to impress! Fully powder coated in matte black with red and white
accents, with two doors for gas cylinder storage. Fire up the extra
side burner for sauces or side dishes while you braai. Four stainless
steel burners and side burner provides a powerful 60 000 BTU’s
total heat output. Custom Granite Edition cover included.

Matte black exterior with red
and white accents.

Cast iron diamond searing grids.

130 x 53 x 118 cm

3 990 cm2

44.4 Kg

Gas

Total cooking area of 3 990 cm².
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Extra side burner.

PATIO GAS
BRAAIS

FEED EVERY
ADVENTURE

200 FUSION TABLE TOP BRAAI

CAMPER 200 PRO

This portable powerhouse can be used at home or away
from home, for a superb braai experience. Constructed
from cast aluminium to withstand deterioration from
frequent use or transport. The revolutionary U-shaped
stainless steel burners supplies consistent heat to every
corner of the grill, capable of 13 000 maximum BTU's.

Our Megamaster Camper 200 Pro Stainless Steel Portable
Braai is equipped with two push-and-turn ignition burners
for quick and easy start-ups. It offers 16 000 total BTU's
and reaches high temperatures quickly with each burner
independently adjustable. The stainless steel-wrapped grill
grate covers 1 185 cm2 to accommodate as many as seven
hamburgers at once.

FSBG0062 · 6009665589954

FSBG0046 · 6009665589657

64 x45 x 37 cm

1 645 cm2

54 x 48.5 x 40 cm

1 185 cm2

13 Kg

Gas

8.5 Kg

Gas
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TABLE TOP

BRAAIS

GAS INSERT

630: FSBG0007 · 6009665584898
940: FSBG0038 · 6009665587035
The perfect item to change any built-in braai into a
gas braai! Made with stainless steel for durability and
equipped with three stainless steel burners on the 630
gas insert or five stainless steel burners on the 940
gas insert for even heat control. Lid included.
630: 63 x 51 x 20 cm
940: 94 x 51 x 20 cm

630: 1 723 cm2
940: 3 723 cm2

630: 14.5 Kg
940: 21 Kg

Gas

3 BURNER PLANCHA
FSBG0026· 6009665589664
Megamaster’s 3 Burner Plancha is so quick and easy
to use, suitable for a wide range of ingredients. Unlike
braais, gas-heated Plancha cooking involves no direct
contact of ingredients with ﬂames keeping in all their ﬂ
avour and minerals while any fat from cooking drains
away into the grease drip tray. Lid included.

130 x 52 x 118 cm

2 271 cm2

17.3 Kg

Gas

400 FUSION BUILT-IN BRAAI
FSBG0059 · 6009665589947

Superior stainless steel construction and a powerful even-heat
system make the 400 Fusion Built-In Braai the envy amongst all
serious braaiers. Equipped with a continuous ignition system for
uninterrupted braaing and boasting 4 999 cm² cooking area. The
firebox is equipped with stainless steel cooking grids, a powerful
ceramic rear burner, and an upper-level warming rack that offers
space to heat buns or keep foods toasty.

MAKE IT EVEN BETTER
TOGETHER WITH
LARGE BRAAI ROASTER & TONG

86.7 x 65.3 x 62.2 cm

4 999 cm2

39 Kg

Gas

Find me on page 27.
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BRAAIS

PATIO GAS BRAAI COVER
3 BURNER: BA0098 · 6009665583471
4-6 BURNER: BA0022 · 6009665583495

This form-fitting grey polyester cover that fits
securely with a hook and loop strap on the left
and right to keep it strapped down, inhibiting
flapping when windy. The cover is lightweight
and durable.
3 Burner: 145 x 66 x 139 cm
4-6 Burner: 325 x 27.5 x 9.5 cm

570 ELITE CHARCOAL
GRILL COVER

REPLACEMENT BURNERS

REPLACEMENT KNOB

The Megamaster Replacement Flame Tamers
protect your gas braai's burners and help to
distribute heat evenly across the whole cooking
area. An essential part of the maintenance and
adds a smoky flavour.

Replacement Burners for gas braais are made
from high quality stainless steel. They are predrilled for universal mounting and have a primary
air setting adjustment screw.

The only substitute for precision. The Replacement
Knob for main burners fits all Megamaster gas
braai models and includes a rubber grip for extra
handling precision.

BA0151 · 6009665586922

BA0221 · 6009665587837

To increase the longevity of your braai, invest in
our durable 570 Elite Charcoal Grill cover made
from Oxford PVC material for lastingness.

74.1 x 40 x 85 cm

REPLACEMENT FLAME TAMERS

400 g

37 x 8.5 x 5 cm

600 g

BA0152 · 6009665586939

37.5 x 3.7 x 1 cm

400 g

BA0357 · 6009880808878

6 x 6 x 2 cm

30 g

3 Burner: 1.6 Kg
4-6 Burner: 1.9 Kg

REPLACEMENT THERMOMETER

STEAK PLATE

STAINLESS STEEL GRILL PAN

2 PIECE NON-STICK BRAAI MAT

GRILL PIZZA STONE

BA0378 · 6009880958290

BA0213 · 6009665587868

Megamaster Replacement Thermometer that
reads Fahrenheit and Celcius readings assures
precision when you require that perfect taste. Can
be used on all Megamaster Patio Gas Braais.

Explore the possibilities for perfectly seared
steak, or even bacon & eggs, with this accessory
for your Megamaster patio gas braai. Made from
cast iron to deliver the best results.

The Megamaster Stainless Steel Grill Pan adds
more versatility to your outdoor braai. Prepare
vegetables, seafood or any other ingredients
that would otherwise fall through ordinary grates.

Turn your gas braai into the ultimate braai station
with the Megamaster 2 Piece Non-Stick Braai
Mat. It allows you to braai smaller pieces of food
that would normally fall through the grid. Plus, it
protects your grid, flame tamers and burners from
food drippings to keep your gas braai clean.

The Grill Pizza Stone is the perfect accessory for
baking pizza or even pastry. It conveniently lays
directly on top of your grids which then heats up
the ceramic stone, delivering a perfectly crispy
crust every time!

BA0356 · 6009880808861

9.5 x 6.5 cm

60 g

BA0153 · 6009665586946

43.7 x 32.2 cm

BA0162 · 6009880808854

4.3 Kg

14.85 x 31 x 4.5 cm

1.2 Kg
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40 x 33 x 0.2 cm

84 g

36 x 36 x 1 cm

2 Kg

BRAAI

ACCESSORIES

WIDE GRIP TONG

BA0292 · 6009665589671

Power meets precision with the Megamaster
Wide Grip Tong. Extra durable stainless steel
tongs to expertly handle all meats firmly.

46 x 4.5 x 2 cm

LONG HANDLE SILICONE TONG

HEAVY DUTY TONG

STANDARD 3 PIECE BRAAI SET

3 PIECE BRAAI SET

Grab anything and everything tasty with the
Megamaster Long Handle Silicone Tong, on the
braai or in the kitchen. Made of stainless steel for
durability and equipped with a silicone handle
to grip easily.

The Heavy Duty Tong is ideal for handling heavy
meats. A must have for all braaiers!

Master any braai occasion with the versatile
Megamaster Standard 3 Piece BRaai Set.
Includes a spatula, fork and tong with comfort
grip handles.

All your esstentials in one! Includes heavy duty
spatula, fork and tong to make your grilling
experience that much easier. Equipped with
silcone handles for heat protection and made
from stainless steel for durability.

BA0373 · 6009880958306

300 g

39 x 3.5 x 3 cm

170 g

BA0060 · 6009665585390

46 x 4 x 5 cm

BA0294 · 6009665589695

400 g

45 x 20 cm

540 g

8 PIECE BRAAI GIFT SET

MAGNETIC LED BRAAI LIGHTS

PREMIUM GRILL LIGHT

DIGITAL THERMOMETER

BA0382 · 6009880958382

BA0210 · 6009665588032

BA0211 · 6009665587998

Give the gift of braai with the Megamaster 8
Piece Braai Gift Set. Equipped with wooden
handles, the stainless steel set includes a tong,
spatula, fork, cleaning brush and x4 skewers.

Enjoy night time braaing with the Megamaster
Magnetic LED Braai Lights. Equipped with a
magnetic swivel stand to securely place the lights
anywhere on your braai. Easily switch them on
and off with the touch of a button.
*Batteries included.

The ideal light to have for night time braai's.
Equipped with one LED light in head and 10 LED
pearls in extension tube, button switch for easy
operation and battery operated with batteries
included. Equipped with a silicone grip for easy
handling, a powerful magnet to easily secure on
your braai.

Take accurate temperatures with the Megamaster
Digital Thermometer. Now you can prepare
your favourite meals and ensure the perfect
meal every-time. The thermometer registers in
Fahrenheit and Celsius and has a hold function
for added user friendliness.

BA0377 · 6009880958276

43.5 x 14 x 5 cm

900 g

5.5 x 2.2 x 5 cm

70 g

19.5 x 3.5 x 2.5 cm
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100 g

15 x 2 x 1.6 cm

13 g

BA0083 · 6009665586106

10 x 46 x 4 cm

700 g

STAINLESS STEEL
MEAT THERMOMETER
BA0361 · 6009880808830

Take the guess work out of braaing with this
classic Stainless Steel Meat Thermometer.
Readable in both Fahrenheit and Celsius with
optimal cooking temperatures for chicken, pork,
lamb and beef.
5.5 diameter x 15 x 0.5 cm

13 g

BRAAI

ACCESSORIES

CHERRY WOOD CHIPS

OAK WOOD CHIPS

2 PACK BRAAI LIGHTERS

BRAAI DEGREASER

STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER

Explore your smoking craft with flavourful
Megamaster Wood Chips. Made of 100% pure
wood, it is the ideal companion to spice up your
braai. Available in two distinct types of wood,
Cherry & Oak, which brings a new palate of
flavours to your table. Bigger size chips to smoke
for longer, ideal for anything from chicken to
timely roasts.

Explore your smoking craft with flavourful
Megamaster Wood Chips. Made of 100% pure
wood, it is the ideal companion to spice up your
braai. Available in two distinct types of wood,
Cherry & Oak, which brings a new palate of
flavours to your table. Bigger size chips to smoke
for longer, ideal for anything from chicken to
timely roasts.

Our two Pack Braai Lighters are perfect for
lighting braais, candles and fireplaces easily with
a long barrel. Equipped with two flame settings, a
fuel level viewing window and safety lock.

This powerful degreaser can be used to remove
any grease or food from the grid; even safe to
use on porcelain enamel exteriors.
Notably food safe and environmentally friendly.

Keep your braai looking sharp and polished for a
spotless reputation. The Stainless Steel Cleaner
is specifically made to loosen grease and clean
any stainless steel braai flawlessly.
Notably food safe and environmentally friendly.

BA0366 · 6009880808991

13.5 x 29 x 6 cm

BA0365 · 6009880958009

425 - 450 g / 800 L

13.5 x 29 x 6 cm

BA0367 · 6009880958016

425 - 450 g / 800 L

TRIPLE ACTION GRID CLEANER

LARGE CLEANING BRUSH

Invest in the right tools for the job with the Triple
Action Grid Cleaner. The 3-in-1 design includes
a nylon bristle head, wire bristles scrubbing pad
and sponge pad for optimum cleaning.

Make cleaning easy with Megamaster’s Large
Cleaning Brush. Equipped with a durable
stainless steel scraper and hard bristles for
tackling stubborn dirt.

BA0095 · 6009665585345

37 x 8.5 x 8 cm

200 g

BA0160 · 6009665586809

50 x 7 x 8 cm

22 x 6 x 6 cm
27.5 x 4 x 1.3 cm

BA0386 · 6009880958429

500 ml

22 x 6 x 6 cm

500 ml

42 g

TRIANGLE GRID CLEANER

DUAL POTJIE CLEANING BRUSH

DUAL GRID CLEANING BRUSH

This Megamaster Triangle Grid Cleaner with
stainless steel bristles features an extra-wide
triangle brush head that reaches inbetween
the hard to reach places. Includes a lanyard for
hanging.

Clean like a pro with the Megamaster Dual Potjie
Cleaning Brush. Corner shaped, the combination
of a sponge and nylon bristle head can clean any
potjie, or cast iron cookware, effortlessly.

Cleaner made easier with the Megamaster Dual
Grid Cleaning Brush. A stainless steel scraper
and heavy duty bristles work together to tackle
the toughest grease with the greatest of ease.

BA0094 · 6009665585352

300 g

BA0387 · 6009880958412

16 x 45 x 3.5 cm

20 g
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BA0381 · 6009880958283

13 x 13.5 x 6 cm

110 g

BA0295· 6009665589701

45 x 7 x 2.5 cm

110 g

BRAAI

ACCESSORIES

3 LEG BRAAI STAND
BA0379 · 6009880958337

OPEN FLAME GRID STAND

CHARCOAL STARTER

FIRE STARTER

BRAAI COAL RAKE

Expand your cooking horizons with the
Megamaster Open Flame Grid Stand. Ideal to
use on any open fire or be placed next to the
fire. Indirect cooking results in healthier, more
succulent meat, especially ribs, with delicious
smoky taste.

Megamaster's Charcoal Starter is the best way to
get your coals going quicky and effectively. It's
easy to use and eliminates the need for lighter
fluid completely! It's nice an easy to have nice hot
coals waiting for you without all the struggle!

Get your fire going easily and safely with the
Megamaster Fire Starter. Equipped with a
wooden handle to easily drop more coals onto
your fire for continuous burn.

Easily move your ready coals and scrape ash
with the Megamaster Braai Coal Rake.

BA0374 · 6009880958313

Anywhere is the ideal spot for a braai with the
Megamaster 3 Leg Braai Stand. Made to fit
anything from a potjie to a grid, to cook wherever
the adventure may take you.

40.5 x 22 x 14.5 cm

300 g

40 x 31 x 7 cm

500 g

19.5 x 29 x 30.5 cm

BA0376 · 6009880958320

BA0293 · 6009665589688

BA0219 · 6009665587813

1.4 Kg

28 x 17.5 x 27.5 cm

930 g

OVEN GLOVE

BRAAI APRON

JAFFLE IRON

The Megamaster Grill Rib Rack is the ideal tool
for grill masters to prepare juicy, flavourful ribs.
Highly versatile, it can also be used in smokers or
ovens. The nonstick surface allows cooked ribs
to slide off effortlessly and it’s dishwasher-safe
for no-hassle upkeep.

Handle the heat with ease. Megamaster's
durable Oven Glove offers maximum protection
around the braai or in the kitchen.

Enjoy your braai without the mess with the
Megamaster Braai Apron. Equipped with a front
pocket for anything from your spices to a tong.
Made of 100% cotton.

Make sweet and savoury sandwiches effortlessly
with the Megamaster Jaffle Iron. Equipped with
two cast iron plates and a lock to ensure perfectly
toasted treats every time!

BA0354 · 6009880808847

37 x 12.5 x 23.5 cm

60 g

34.5 x 19 x 1.5 cm

120 g

185 g

70 x 66 cm
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BA0352 · 6009880808816

BA0375 · 6009880958351

BA0380 · 6009880958344

43 x 11.5x x 5.5 cm

1.1 Kg

2 PIECE SKEWERS

GRILL RIB RACK

BA0209 · 6009665587745

56 x 13.5 x 7 cm

900 g

The Megamaster 2 Piece Skewers posses coolgrip wooden handles to reduce heat and a handy
stainless steel ring to remove ingredients. The
classic flat skewer shape is easier to rotate and
ensures ingredients where they are stacked.

44 x 3.5 cm

100 g

BRAAI

ACCESSORIES

LARGE BRAAI ROASTER & TONG
BA0383 · 6009880958375

Feed the whole family with the Megamaster
Large Braai Roaster & Tong. This combo includes
a large stainless steel braai roaster, equipped
with air vents in the lid to let out extra heat from
juicy cooked meats. Includes a stainless steel
tong with silicone tips for easy grip.
42 x 30 x 19 cm

1.6 Kg

BASTING BRUSH & BOWL

BA0351 · 6009880808809

The Megamaster Basting Brush & Bowl has
heat resistant silicone bristles, cool grip plastic
handle and stainless steel bowl making basting
ingredients on the braai effortless.

2.5 x 1.27 x 7.7 cm

300 g

FILL YOUR
BURGER
WITH
FLAVOUR
Just follow these easy steps...

03
01
Fill three quaters full
of minced meat.

SALT & PEPPER SHAKER

HAMBURGER PATTY PRESS

The salt and pepper shaker offers a quick and
easy method to season your food.

Fill your hamburgers with delicious added flavour
with the Megamaster Hamburger Patty Press.
Easily make perfectly shaped patties stuffed with
your added goodness every time.

BA0174 · 6009665587134

35 x 11 x 5 cm

200 g

Open and fill with
stuffing. Place ¼ of the
meat on the lid, close
to seal patty.

Figure 1

BA0353 · 6009880808823

5.5 x 11.5 cm

02
Close lid to compress
meat into a patty
*figure 1. Use second
press setting to form
the stuffing cavity
*figure 2.

126 g
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04
Carefully open the lid,
use removable base to
easily lift patty out of
the press.

Figure 2

BRAAI

ACCESSORIES

FIREPLACES
AND
HEATERS
There comes a time for change. The warm sun quickly transforms
into bare trees, dark mornings and cold nights.

And although we long for the spirit of summer,
we are comforted by the warmth of the flames.
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WHAT YOU
NEED TO KNOW
At Megamaster, we understand that you just want to curl up under a blanket with a
cup of hot chocolate on cold winter nights. We've got you covered with our range of
fireplaces and heaters.

IT’S ALL IN THE NAME
900 MODENA FREESTANDING FIREPLACE
Product size

Product name

BIB0035 · 6009665580029
Mega product Barcode
code

BASKET GRATE & ASHPAN

ROTATING COWL

CYCLONE COWL

Used to make fire in, in your fireplace.
Equipped with removable ashpan for
easy cleaning.

A Rotating Cowl is designed to
eradicate the downdrought
and
backpuffing in your chimney, as well
as making sure no unwanted objects
fall in.

Our stainless steel Cyclone Cowls are
made specifically to fit 12.5 / 15 cm
diameter stainless steel flue pipes.

DIMENSIONS
All product dimensions follow
the same standard:
83 x 52 x 10.5 cm
B
A
Length Width

C
Height

ABBREVIATIONS:

ROUND FLUE PIPE

Used for built-fireplaces and -braais.
Made from mild steel and available in
a variety of sizes: 230 x 300 mm, 230
x 400 mm and 230 x 600 mm.

Used for installation of freestanding
fireplaces. 19 cm in diameter and
available in lengths of 80 cm.

Dimensions

Cooking area

Flue size

MS: Mild Steel
SS: Stainless Steel

INSTALLATION KIT
Used for installation of closed combustion
fireplaces. Includes two stainless steel
flue pipes, a stainless steel insulated flue
pipe, stainless steel galvanised insulated
end cap, ceiling plate and stainless steel
cyclone cowl.

C-Height

RECTANGULAR FLUE PIPE

Area
coverage

Home

A-Le

ngth

Weight

Fuel

Team lift

Outdoor

h

idt

B-W

Patio
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FIREPLACES

550 BUILT-IN FIREPLACE

750 BUILT-IN FIREPLACE
BIF0008 · 6009665580081

850 CONVECTION BUILT-IN FIREPLACE

BIF0006 · 6009149129638
Simple and easy to use, the Megamaster 550 Builtin Fireplace makes for the perfect unit to make the
warmth of togetherness even better! Includes a basket
grate and ashpan for easy cleaning.

Simple and easy to use, the Megamaster 750 Builtin Fireplace makes for the perfect unit to make the
warmth of togetherness even better! Includes a basket
grate and ashpan for easy cleaning.

Nothing makes a home quite as cosy as a fireplace. Now you
can have a cosy atmosphere with increased heat efficiency
and heat output! Megamaster’s 850 Convection Fireplace
draws in the cold air in the room and releases the warm air to
create your consistent cosy feel. Includes a basket grate and
ashpan for easy cleaning.

BIF0013 · 6009665589435

62 x 38.5 x 89 cm

230 x 300 mm

130 x 52 x 118 cm

230 x 300 mm

95 x 50 x 89 cm

230 x 400 mm

52 Kg

Charcoal/Wood

70 Kg

Charcoal/Wood

88 Kg

Charcoal/Wood

25 - 35 m2

60 - 80 m2

35 - 45 m2
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BUILT-IN
FIREPLACES

700 PYRAMID FLATBACK
FREESTANDING FIREPLACE

700 MOLARA
FREESTANDING FIREPLACE

800 SEGURA
FREESTANDING FIREPLACE

900 MODENA
FREESTANDING FIREPLACE

Embrace the cold this winter with the 700 Pyramid Flatback
Freestanding Fireplace. Designed with a flat back to be
installed against a wall.

Modern, the 700 Molara Freestanding Fireplace brings a
sense of style and contemporary design to your home.

Make the warmth of togetherness even better with the 800
Segura Freestanding Fireplace. With it’s bigger design, it
is easy to make more fire for those extra cold winter days.

State-of-the-art, the 900 Modena Freestanding Fireplace
brings class and excitement to any home. The biggest in
our Freestanding Fireplaces range, it is sure to heat up your
home in no-time.

FSF0002 · 6009665581026

Included: Four 190 x 800mm round flue pipes, Rotating
Cowl, Ceiling Plate, Basket Grate & Ashpan.

FSF0023 · 6009665589428

FSF0020 · 6009665586861

FSF0027 · 6009880958450

Included: 4x 190 x 800mm round flue pipes, Rotating
Cowl, Ceiling Plate, Basket Grate & Ashpan.

Included: 4x 190 x 800 mm round flue pipes, Rotating
Cowl, Ceiling Plate, Basket Grate & Ashpan.

Included: 4x 190 x 800 mm round flue pipes, Rotating
Cowl, Ceiling Plate, Basket Grate & Ashpan.

67 x 55 x 93 cm

Round 190 mm flue pipe

65 x 52 x 88 cm

Round 190 mm flue pipe

85.5 x 45 x 82.5 cm

Round 190 mm flue pipe

89.5 x 55.5 x 120 cm

Round 190 mm flue pipe

58 Kg

Wood

68 Kg

Wood

39 Kg

Wood

87.5 Kg

Wood

40 m2

40 m2

35-55 m2
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40-60 m2

FREESTANDING
FIREPLACES

900 VENT-FREE
STAINLESS STEEL FIREPLACE
BIFG0015· 6009880808106

There’s only one thing better than a roaring fire on
a wintry night: a roaring fire that needs no tending to,
requires minimal clean up, and more environmentally
friendly. The convection box draws in the cold air in the
room and releases the warm air to create your consistent
cosy feel.
Included: White pebbles.

NOVENT BUILT IN GAS GRATES
MILD STEEL: NVT007 · 6009880808069
STAINLESS STEEL: NVT008 · 6009880808076

The Novent Built-In Range can be installed anywhere
providing more energy efficient supply of heat. The grate
construction lets you effortlessly convert any existing
fireplace cavity into clean-heating gas fireplace.
Included:
Mild Steel: Black oven-baked coals and vermiculite.
Stainless Steel: White pebbles and vermiculite.

1000 NOVENT STAINLESS STEEL
DROP-IN SLIMLINE
NVT003 · 6009880808045

The Novent Slimline range effortlessly turns any surface
into a cosy fireplace adding a stylish feature to your
home. Connected to a gas supply, you can start, adjust
and switch off your fireplace with one touch.
Included: White pebbles and vermiculite.

90 x 35 x 70 cm

Gas

Mild Steel: 73 x 34 x 15 cm
Stainless Steel: 73 x 34 x 15 cm

Gas

100 x 33 x 3.5 cm

Gas

35 Kg

36 - 90 m2

Mild Steel: 11.5 Kg
Stainless Steel: 12.5 Kg

40 -70 m2

12 Kg

80 - 110 m2
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FLUELESS GAS
FIREPLACES

VICO CAST IRON FIREPLACE

CAIRO CAST IRON FIREPLACE

CONZA CAST IRON FIREPLACE

Designed for high temperatures, the Vico Cast Iron
Fireplace is extremely durable and robust. The closed
combustion system with a top and rear outlet ensures
an effective and slow release of heat for a long period
of time. Equipped with a removable ashpan and cast
iron grate for easy cleaning.

Our range of cast iron fireplaces retains heat for
much longer and emanates an even and pleasant
warmth with a top and rear outlet; perfect for any
houshold or work space. Cast iron is a valuable
choice as it is more durable under high pressure.
Equipped with a removable ashpan and cast iron
grate for easy cleaning.

Designed for high temperatures, the Conza Cast Iron
Fireplace is extremely durable and robust. The closed
combustion system with a top and rear outlet ensures
an effective and slow release of heat for a long period
of time. Equipped with a removable ashpan and cast
iron grate for easy cleaning.

FSFC0023 · 6009880808243

FSFC0021 · 6009665589398

FSFC0026 · 6009880808274

41 x 31 x 55 cm

125 mm Stainless Steel
Installation kit

46 x 32 x 60.5 cm

125 mm Stainless Steel
Installation kit

46 x 64 x 71.2 cm

150 mm Stainless Steel
Installation kit

58 Kg

Wood

81 Kg

Wood

124 Kg

Wood

48 - 60 m2

80 m2

96 - 120 m2
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CAST IRON
FIREPLACES

TURANO CAST IRON FIREPLACE
FSFC0013 · 6009665588322

Heat your home in style with the Turano built-in cast
iron fireplace! Made from cast iron construction with
a top outlet for longevity and will compliment any
home or work space. Equipped with a removable
ashpan and cast iron grate for easy cleaning.

TURANO DOUBLE SIDED
CAST IRON FIREPLACE
FSFC0022 · 6009665589411

Heat your home in style with double the warmth!
Made from cast iron construction for longevity and
a top outlet for even heat distrubution, the Turano
Double Sided will compliment any home or work
space. Equipped with a removable ashpan and cast
iron grate for easy cleaning.

LEDRO CAST IRON FIREPLACE
FSFC0006 · 6009665586410

Our range of cast iron fireplaces retais heat for much
longer and emanates an even and pleasant warmth
with a top and rear outlet; perfect for any houshold
or work space. Cast iron is a valuable choice as it
is more durable under high pressure. Equipped with
a removable ashpan and cast iron grate for easy
cleaning.

90 x 47 x 74 cm

150 mm Stainless Steel
Installation kit

90 x 61 x 72 cm

150 mm Stainless Steel
Installation kit

63.5 x 37 x 70 cm

150 mm Stainless Steel
Installation kit

150 Kg

Wood

190 Kg

Wood

151 Kg

Wood

160 - 200 m2

170 m2

112 - 140 m2
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CAST IRON
FIREPLACES

BOSCA FIREPOINT 380

BOSCA SPIRIT 380 STAINLESS STEEL

BOSCA LIMIT 380

The Bosca Spirit 380 in stainless steel is stylish, sleek and
will fit into any home/ office space. Compact in design, the
nature of a closed combustion fireplace is to effectively
create and radiate heat with little effort. Equipped with
space to store wood in the bottom cavity and ideal to use
to dry wood in that space whilst your fireplace is in use.

Simplicity is key with the Bosca Limit 380 Closed
Combustion Fireplace. Modern geometric design, the
Bosca Limit 380 is the ideal edition to effectively heat
your home. Equipped with space to store wood in
the bottom cavity and ideal to use to dry wood in that
space whilst your fireplace is in use.

FSFB0013 · 6009665588193

FSFB0017 · 6009880808441

The Bosca Firepoint 380 offers a stylish design for your
household whilst providing a high heat range. This
closed combustion fireplace has a very long lifespan
and is the most effective way to heat your home with
80% heat retention rate.

FSFB0008 · 6009665581651

47 x 49 x 86 cm

95 Kg

55 x 57 x 85 cm

85 Kg

47 x 49 x 86 cm

95 Kg

150 mm Stainless Steel
Installation kit

Wood

150 mm Stainless Steel
Installation kit

Wood

150 mm Stainless Steel
Installation kit

Wood

52 m2

80 - 130 m2

70 - 120 m2
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CLOSED COMBUSTION
FIREPLACES

STAINLESS STEEL CYCLONE COWL

90° STAINLESS STEEL BEND

45° STAINLESS STEEL BEND

45° SIDE BEND (230 X 300)

Megamaster’s Stainless Steel Cyclone Cowls are designed
to effectively eradicate the downdrought and backpuffing
in your chimney or flue , as well as making sure no unwanted
objects enter your fireplace’s chimney. Slots into both the
125 and 150 mm flue extensions respectively.

Used to guide the smoke out of your home, our 90° Stainless
Steel Bends enables healthy ventilation in your household
whilst in use. It also acts as a safeguard against accidental
fires. Slots into 125mm/150mm flue extention respectivly.

Used to guide the smoke out of your home, our 45° Stainless
Steel Bends enables healthy ventilation in your household
whilst in use. It also acts as a safeguard against accidental
fires. Slots into 125mm/150mm flue extention respectivly.

Used to guide the smoke out of your home, our 45°
Bends enables healthy ventilation in your household
whilst in use. It also acts as a safeguard against accidental
fires. Coated with heat resistant paint.

FAS0004 · 6009665585949

31.5 x 26.5 cm

15 cm

1.5 Kg

STAINLESS STEEL
INSTALLATION KITS

125 MM: FAS0008 · 6009665584225
150 MM: FAS0007 · 60096 65581668
The only kit you need to complete your fireplace for a
winter warming experience. The Megamaster Installation
Kit includes two stainless steel flue pipes, a galvanised
insulated flue pipe, galvanised end cap, ceiling plate and
stainless steel cyclone cowl. Slots into 125mm/150mm
flue extention respectivly.

125 MM: FAS0 009 · 6009665584249
150 MM: FAS0011 · 6009665584027

125 MM: FAS0010 · 6009665586175
150 MM: FAS0013 · 6009665586168

550/ 750: BA0033 · 6009665580517
850/ 1000: BA0034 · 6009665580524

125 mm: 12.5 x 12.5 x 25 cm
150 mm: 15 x 15 x 25 cm

125 mm: 12.5 x 12.5 x 30 cm
150 mm: 15 x 15 x 30 cm

550/ 750: 24.5 x 31 x 41 cm
850/ 1000: 38 x 42 x 34 cm

125 mm: 400 g
150 mm: 500 g

125 mm: 400 g
150 mm: 500 g

550/ 750: 4.5 Kg
850/ 1000: 5 Kg

STAINLESS STEEL
FLUE EXTENSION (1.2 M)
A flue pipe is an integral component of home heating
installations. The pipe enables healthy ventilation even
as household heating operations take place. Slots into
125mm/ 150mm flue extension respectivly.

125 mm: 120 x 12.5 cm
150 mm: 120 x 15 cm

125 mm: 24 Kg
150 mm: 24 Kg

125 mm: 3.75 Kg
150 mm: 4.5 Kg

ROUND 190MM FLUE EXTENSION

A flue pipe is an integral component of home heating
installations. The pipe enables healthy ventilation even as
household heating operations take place.

A flue pipe is an integral component of home heating
installations. The pipe enables healthy ventilation even as
household heating operations take place.

FAS0017 · 6009665585970

125 MM: FAS0005 · 6009665584232
150 MM: FAS0006 · 6009665581828

125 mm: 40 x 40 x 18 cm
150 mm: 40 x 40 x 18 cm

STAINLESS STEEL INSULATED FLUE PIPE
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FA0061 · 6009665587554

120 x 15 cm

19 x 19 x 8 cm

5.25 Kg

4.5 Kg

FIREPLACE

ACCESSORIES

1000 FIRESCREEN (1000 X 600)

VERONA FIRESCREEN

TUSCAN FIRESCREEN

VENETO FIRESCREEN

The Megamaster 1000 Firescreen is made with a stylish
contemporary design, ideal for your built-in fireplace.

The Megamaster Verona Firescreen is made with a stylish
contemporary design, ideal for your built-in fireplace.

Black Powder Coated to sustain high heat. The
Megamaster Tuscan Firescreen is made with a stylish
Tuscan design, ideal for your built-in fireplace.

The Megamaster Veneto Firescreen is made with a stylish
contemporary design, ideal for your built-in fireplace.

FA0004 · 6009665584270

100 x 2 x 61.3 cm

2 Kg

FA0092 · 6009665588179

100 x 2 x 55 cm

FA0057 · 6009665584256

3.6 Kg

53 x 24 x 61 cm

FA0086 · 6009665587332

2 Kg

132 x 18 x 0.5 cm

5.5 Kg

STANDARD TOOLSET

DELUXE TOOLSET

CLASSIC TOOLSET

AVANTGARDE TOOLSET

The Megamaster Standard Toolset is equipped with
a shovel, poker, log tong and ash sweeper. A simple
designed accessory that fit all fireplaces.

The Megamaster Deluxe Toolset is equipped with a shovel,
poker, log tong and ash sweeper. A simple designed
accessory that fit all fireplaces.

The Megamaster Classic Toolset is equipped with a
shovel, poker, log tong and ash sweeper. A complimentary
designed accessory that fit all fireplaces.

The Megamaster Avantgarde Toolset is equipped with a
shovel, poker, log tong and ash sweeper. The accessory
you need in a cutting edge design fit for all fireplaces.

FA0027 · 6009665584287

19.5 x 7 x 55 cm

FA0110 · 6009880808366

2.6 Kg

19 x 12 x 71 cm

FA0027 · 6009665584287

76 x 18 x 18 cm

3.8 Kg
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FA0085 · 6009665587325

6.45 Kg

76 x 28 x 28mm

5.75 Kg

FIREPLACE

ACCESSORIES

210 LOG BUCKET

SQUARE LOG HOLDER

MODERN LOG HOLDER

LOG BOX

Store your fire wood neatly and conveniently
with the Megamaster 210 Log Bucket.

Store your fire wood neatly and conveniently
with the Megamaster Square Log Holder.
Contemporary design, it is the ideal accessory to
your fireplace.

Store your fire wood neatly and conveniently with
the Megamaster Modern Log Holder. Modern
look, it is the ideal accessory to your fireplace.

Store your fire wood neatly and conveniently with
the Megamaster Log Box. It is the ideal accessory
to your fireplace, with a contemporary design.

FA0093 · 6009665588186

51 x 51 x 62 cm

FA0116 · 6009880808434

1.3 Kg

42 x 21 x 45.7 cm

FA0115 · 6009880808410

51.5 x 36.5 x 56 cm

1.8 Kg

FA0111 · 6009880808373

1.5 Kg

45 x 6 x 50.6 cm

4.3 Kg

3-IN-1 TOOLSET

FA0096 · 6009665584331
Everything you need to make this winter better
with the Megamaster 3-in-1 Toolset. Equipped with
a Firescreen, Log Bucket and Toolset.
Firescreen: 100 x 60.6 x 1.5 cm
Log Bucket: 23 diameter x 50 cm
Toolset: 68.5 x 15 x 15 cm

280 LOG BUCKET
FA0005 · 6009665584317

Firescreen: 2,5 Kg
Log Bucket: 1 Kg
Toolset: 2.6 Kg

Store your fire wood neatly and conveniently
with the Megamaster 280 Log Bucket.

30 x 30 x 29 cm

950 g
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FIREPLACE

ACCESSORIES

TABLE TOP UNIT

TERZA PATIO GAS HEATER
FSFG0026 · 6009665589350

The Megamaster Terza Table Top Heater is
made to use on tables outdoors, at restaurants
and events. Equipped with a high heat output to
ensure a warm entertainment space. Equipped
with a high heat output to ensure a warm
entertainment space, a variable control valve,
one regulator gas hose.

THIS UNIT
IS PORTABLE

PORTO PATIO GAS HEATER

BELGRADE PATIO GAS HEATER
FSFG0018 · 6009665588353

BERLIN PATIO GAS HEATER

PORTABLE CAMPING HEATER

FSFG0019 · 6009665588360
The Megamaster Porto Patio Heater is designed
with a contemporary look ideal for outdoors,
restaurants and events. Equipped with a high
heat output to ensure a warm entertainment
space, a variable control valve, two wheels, one
regulator gas hose.

The Megamaster Belgrade Patio Gas Heater is
perfect for outdoors, restaurants and events.
Equipped with a high heat output to ensure a
warm entertainment space, a variable control
valve and one regulator gas hose.

The Megamaster Berlin Patio Gas Heater is ideal
for outdoors, restaurants and events. Equipped
with a high heat output to ensure a warm
entertainment space, a variable control valve,
two wheels, one regulator gas hose.

The Megamaster Portable Camping Heater is
a fitting camping companion. Equipped with
a Piezo Ignition for easy start up and a carry
handle to take it with you anywhere you go.

FSFG0017 · 6009665588346

FSFG0022 · 6009665589343

78 x 57.5 x 22 cm

6 Kg

55 x 55 x 13.6 cm

14 Kg

76 x 76 x 22.5 cm

14 Kg

76 x 76 x 22.5 cm

14 Kg

31 X 16 X 27 cm

1.7 Kg

10 m2

Gas

20 m2

Gas

20 m2

Gas

20 m2

Gas

20 m2

Gas
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OUTDOOR PATIO

HEATERS

WARMER
AND
SAFER
LIPARI SPACE HEATER

LINOSA SPACE HEATER

The Lipari Space Heater is effortless to use with a battery
assisted Piezo ignition. Heater can be freestanding or
mounted on a wall. This heater includes a safety gril
and heat reflector with vent-free infrared technology
for your safety.

The Linosa Space Heater is effortless to use with a
safety pilot system and battery assisted Piezo ignition.
Heater can be freestanding or wall-mounted with the
kit included for convenience. Zone heating reduces
home heating costs. To ensure your safety, this heater
includes an oxygen depletion sensor, safety gril, heat
reflector with vent-free infrared technology.

FSFG0020 · 6009665589299

FSFC0026 · 6009880808274

267 x 610 x 523 mm

9.4 Kg

274 706 x 611 mm

11.4 Kg

30 m2

Gas

45 m2

Gas
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INDOOR
HEATERS

OUTDOOR
Ever since the first night someone built a fire and started telling a
story to distract people from the dark, so it has always been. We
have returned to that place time and time again. To sit, to huddle, to
cook and feel safe.

But more than that, to share under the
African sun.
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HERITAGE
YOU CAN
MASTER
Potjies are great for bringing
over some company and having
some good food. These are ideal
for potjies and stews, but your
cooking possibilities are endless!

1/4 POTJIE

NO 2 POTJIE

POT0003 · 6009665587691
13 x 13 x 11 cm

NO 3 POTJIE

POT0007 · 6009665583549
1.58 Kg

7.2 Kg

23.6 x 23.6 x 24 cm

NO 4 POTJIE

POT0009 · 6009665583556
26.5 x 26.5 x 28 cm

POT0010 · 6009665583563
7.4 Kg

29.3 x 29.3 x 31.5 cm

12.2 Kg

MAKE IT EVEN BETTER
TOGETHER WITH
DUAL POTJIE CLEANING BRUSH

NO 6 POTJIE

NO 25 POT

POT0011 · 6009665584348
31.3 x 31.3 x 35 cm

NO 10 FLAT POT

POT0008 · 6009665583747
16.2 Kg

60 Kg

56.8 x 56.8 x 59 cm

NO 12 FLAT POT

POT0004 · 6009665583709
29.3 x 29.3 x 31.5 cm

POT0006 · 6009665583716
7.1 Kg

26.5 x 26.5 x 28 cm

5.24 Kg

Find me on page 25.
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CAST IRON POTS

BREAD POT

250 SQUARE CHARGRILLER

360 RECTANGULAR CHARGRILLER

The Megamaster Bread Pot is carefully crafted for baking
delicious bread. Equipped with a raised lid to add coals ontop
of your pot during baking. The sturdy cast iron construction aids
in even-heat distribution and longevity of your pot.

The Megamaster 250 Square Chargriller is the ideal cast iron pan
for searing anything from steaks to veggies. The ribbed surface
ensures that you will have perfect sear marks every time. Use it
on a braai, gas, camping equipment or even a stove top.

The Megamaster 360 Rectangular Chargriller is the ideal cast
iron pan for searing anything from steaks to veggies. The ribbed
surface ensures that you will have perfect sear marks and is
equipped with a collapsible handle for easy storage. Use it on a
braai, gas, camping equipment or even a stove top.

POT0001 · 6009665583723

13 x 22 x 11.8 cm

BA0155 · 6009665586960

2.1 Kg

38.5 x 25 x 19 cm

2.1 Kg

BA0158 · 6009665586991

46 x 31 x 18 cm

2.2 Kg

260 ROUND PAN

300 ROUND PAN

CAST IRON WOK

Crafted for outdoor cooking, the Megamaster 260 Round Pan
is a versatile pan that can be used for anything from cooking a
sauce to making breakfast right on your braai. Made of cast iron,
it retains heat effectively for longer. Can be used on an oven,
stove, gas and camping equipment.

Crafted for outdoor cooking, the Megamaster 260 Round Pan
is a versatile pan that can be used for anything from cooking a
sauce to making breakfast right on your braai. Made of cast iron,
it retains heat effectively for longer. Can be used on an oven,
stove, gas and camping equipment.

The Megamaster Cast Iron Wok is an essential to make delicious
stirfry right on your braai. Made of cast iron for durability and
even heat distribution and coated in wax. Can be used on any
heat source from a braai, stove, oven and camping equipment.

BA0156 · 6009665586977

41.5 x 25 x 4.5 cm

BA0157 · 6009665586984

2 Kg

BA0128 · 6009665585314

43 x 31.6 x 5.6 cm

3.3 Kg
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89.5 x 55.5 x 118 cm

4.8 Kg

CAST IRON COOKWARE

COOK
IN STYLE
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ENAMEL SERIES

LUXURY
AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS
BRAAI PAN WITH LID

1

POT0017 · 6009880958474
The Megamaster Enamel Series Braai Pan with
Lid takes your cooking to the next level. Made of
cast iron for even heat distribution and coated in
superior enamel for easy cleaning. Equipped with
2 handles and a lid, ideal for roasts, sauces or side
dishes. Non-stick, the Enamel Series can be used
on a braai, camping equipment, even on a stove or
a conventional oven.

40 x 31 x 12 cm

6.6 Kg

2

3
1

OVAL BRAAI POT

2

POT0019 · 6009880958498
The Megamaster Enamel Series Oval Braai Pot
takes your cooking to the next level. Made of
cast iron for even heat distribution and coated in
superior enamel for easy cleaning. Equipped with 2
handles and a lid, ideal for roasts, potjies, stews or
even baked desserts. Non-stick, the Enamel Series
can be used on a braai, camping equipment, even
on a stove or a conventional oven.

5.8 Kg

36 x 23 x 16 cm
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ROUND BRAAI POT

3

POT0018 · 6009880958481
The Megamaster Enamel Series Round Braai Pot
takes your cooking to the next level. Made of
cast iron for even heat distribution and coated in
superior enamel for easy cleaning. Equipped with 2
handles and a lid, ideal for roasts, potjies, stews or
even baked desserts. Non-stick, the Enamel Series
can be used on a braai, camping equipment, even
on a stove or a conventional oven.

32 x 23 x 15 cm

4.8 Kg

ENAMEL SERIES

ENAMEL ROUND PAN
POT0016 · 6009665588001

The Megamaster Enamel Round Pan is coated
with porcelain-enamel for durability and is very
easy to clean. This stylish red pan can be used
on any heat source from a braai to an oven.
26 x 26 x 41 cm

2.4 Kg

NO 12 ENAMEL FLAT POT

NO 3 ENAMEL POT

Enamel coated for easy clean This flat pot can be
used on any cooking surface, and in the oven,
and is ideal for gravies, bredies, sheba, breads,
puddings, potato bake, lasagne, pap, etc.

The Megamaster No3 Enamel Pot is coated with
porcelain-enamel for durability and is very easy to
clean. This stylish red pot can be used on any heat
source from a braai to an oven.

POT0016 · 6009665588001

31.5 x 31.5 x 10.1 cm

7.5 Kg

POT0014 · 6009665587523

26.5 x 26.5 x 28 cm
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7.8 Kg

ENAMEL SERIES

SAFARI BOMA
FSB0031 · 6009880808427

It has never been more easy to light up a bonfire.
The Safari Boma is compact in design with a wide
cone shape to ensure big logs of wood can still fit.
It includes an Ashpan to catch all the ash of your
fire as you use it.
46 x 38 x 50 cm

4.9 Kg

Wood

KALAHARI BOMA

1

FSB0032 · 6009880808632

The Kalahari Boma is designed for making fire anywhere
and everywhere. Great to take with on camping trips or
even in your backyard. Its compact V-shaped design is
easy to assemble. Additionally, it comes with a Removable
Ashpan that conveniently slots in underneath the boma for
easy cleaning.

2

BUSHVELD BOMA
FSF0010 · 6009665585659

52 x 51 x 39.5 cm

13.5 Kg

The Bushveld Boma is designed to hold fire, great for
entertaining. An ashpan is included for easy cleaning.
Available in Mild Steel.

Figure 1

Wood

3

55 x 43 x 79 cm

How to assemble

5.5 Kg

Figure 1

1. Slot in side one (01), into the sliding slots on the body of the boma.
2. Slot the second side (02) into the corresponding slot, make sure it is secure.
3. Add the removable ashpan at the bottom (03).

Wood
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BOMAS

340 X 300 STAINLESS STEEL
FOLDING GRID

430 X 330 STAINLESS STEEL
FOLDING GRID

500 X 400 STAINLESS STEEL
FOLDING GRID

620 X 330 STAINLESS STEEL
FOLDING GRID

Ideal for all types of braais, equipped with an extra long
handle for precise handling. The folding grid is hygienic,
easy to clean and dishwasher safe.

Ideal for all types of braais, equipped with an extra long
handle for precise handling. The folding grid is hygienic,
easy to clean and dishwasher safe.

Ideal for all types of braais, equipped with an extra long
handle for precise handling. The folding grid is hygienic,
easy to clean and dishwasher safe.

Masterfully handle any braai. This Stainless Steel Folding
Grid features an extra long handle for precesionand
control. Hygenic and easy to clean, it’s ideal for all types
of braais.

BA0092 · 6009665584867

30 x 34 x 2 cm

BA0066 · 6009665584874

1.1 Kg

33 x 43 x 2 cm

1.1 Kg

40 x 50 x 2 cm

*excluding handle

*excluding handle

BA0188 · 6009665587202

BA0063 · 6009665584881

*excluding handle

1.4 Kg

1.7 Kg

62.5 x 33 x 2 cm
*excluding handle

250 X 250 CHROME FOLDING GRID

430 X 330 CHROME FOLDING GRIDS

500 X 400 CHROME FOLDING GRIDS

FISH GRID

Masterfully handle any braai. This Chrome Folding Grid features
an extra long handle for precesionand control. Hygenic and
easy to clean, it’s ideal for all types of braais.

Masterfully handle any braai. This Chrome Folding Grid features
an extra long handle for precesionand control. Hygenic and
easy to clean, it’s ideal for all types of braais.

Masterfully handle any braai. This Chrome Folding Grid features
an extra long handle for precesionand control. Hygenic and
easy to clean, it’s ideal for all types of braais.

This grid is perfectly designed to fit your fish for the perfect
grilling on your braai. Made from superior corrosion resistant
material and sturdy chrome plated construction

BA0187 · 6009665587189

25 x 25 x 2 cm
*excluding handle

600 g

430 X 330: BA0187 · 6009665587196

33 x 43 x 2 cm
*excluding handle

500 X 400: BA0187 · 6009665587196

40x 50 x 2 cm

1.1 Kg

*excluding handle
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1.4 Kg

BA0185 · 6009665587219

20 x 41 x 2 cm

700 g

*excluding handle

FOLDING GRIDS

FOOD,
FLAVOUR,
GOOD TIMES
725 X 500 STAINLESS STEEL GRID

900 X 500 STAINLESS STEEL GRID

BOEREWORS GRID

The Megamaster Stainless Steel Grids are durable and
easy to clean. Ideal for your built-in braai or freestanding
charcoal braai.

The Megamaster Stainless Steel Grids are durable and easy
to clean. Ideal for your built-in braai or freestanding charcoal
braai.

Megamaster’s Boerewors grid is ideal for all types of braais.
The design is ideal for grilling the perfect boerewors.
Made from superior corrosion resistant material and sturdy
chrome plated construction. Made with a sliding handle for
easy storage.

BA0187 · 6009665587189

72.5 x 50 x 2 cm

1.7 Kg

BA0187 · 6009665587196

90 x 50 x 2 cm

2.3 Kg
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BA0038 · 6009665586335

30 x 30 x 2 cm
*excluding handle

700 g

FOLDING GRIDS

CHOOSE THE BEST
ADDITION TO YOUR
OUTDOOR COOKING
COLLECTION...
THE MULTI COOKER TOP!
LARGE COOKER TOP

BULLNOSE REGULATOR

CAMPING REGULATOR

Megamaster’s cooker top is a handy accessory to have for
outdoor activity. The cooker top creates stable platform on
top of your gas cylinder for you to cook your potjies. Made
from stainless Steel. Fits cylinders with a camping valve. Any
flat pot can be used on it.

The Megamaster Bullnose Regulator regulates pressure
coming out of the cylinder, and matches it to the pressure
required by the appliance. Can be used on any gas cylinder
from a 9 Kg - 48 Kg that is fitted ith a Bullnose valve.

The Megamaster Camping Regulator regulates pressure
coming out of the cylinder, and matches it to the pressure
required by the appliance. Can be used on a 3 Kg or 5 Kg
gas cylinder that i fitted with a Camping valve.

GASA004 · 6009665587899

GASA002 · 6009665586908

3X ADJUSTABLE
SUPPORT BRACKETS

22 x 22 x 9 cm

400 g

15 x 8 x 7 cm

GASA005 · 6009665587912

150 g

11 x 8 x 9 cm

150 g

SUITABLE FOR ANY
POT OR PAN

MULTI COOKER TOP
FSBG0042 · 6009665589060

The Megamaster Multi Cooker Top is a handy accessory to
have for outdoor activities. Equipped with three adjustable
supports to make your Multi Cooker Top suitable for any
pot or pan. Made from stainless Steel. Fits cylinders with
a camping valve. Any flat pot can be used on it as well as
potjie pots with legs.
26.5 x 26.5 x 11 cm

800 g

GAS CYLINDERS

BULLNOSE REGULATOR & HOSE

CAMPING REGULATOR & HOSE

Ideal for everything from home and patio use to camping,
the Megamaster Gas Cylinders are available in 3, 5 and 9
Kg.

The Megamaster Bullnose Regulator and Hose regulates
pressure coming out of the cylinder, and matches it to the
pressure required by the appliance. Can be used on any
gas cylinder from a 9 Kg - 48 Kg that is fitted with a Bullnose
valve. Includes a one m hose and brackets.

The Megamaster Camping Regulator and Hose regulates
pressure coming out of the cylinder, and matches it to the
pressure required by the appliance. Can be used on a 3 Kg
or 5 Kg gas cylinder fitted with a camping valve. Includes a
one m hose and brackets.

3 KG: GASB007 · 6009880808458
5 KG: GASB008 · 6009880808465
9 KG: GASB009 · 6009880808472

3 Kg: 31.5 x 20 x 20 cm
5 Kg: 4.2 x 32.5 x 32.5 cm
9 Kg: 52 x 33 x 33 cm

GASA006 · 6009665587936

3 Kg: 4.1 Kg
5 Kg: 5.8 Kg
9 Kg: 10.8 Kg

15 x 8 x 7 cm
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500 g

GASA007 · 6009665587950

11 x 8 x 9 cm

500 g

GAS ACCESSORIES
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+27 (012) 802 1515 | info@megamaster.co.za
No 8 Donkerhoek, Pretoria East, Prtoria, 0002, South Africa
PO Box 15, Woodlands, 0072, South Africa.
Visit www.megamaster.co.za for more info.
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